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Abstract-A factorization xnZn = (zZn -Al). . . (II,, -An) where each Ai is an n x n matrix with 
minimal polynomial o” is presented and a uniqueness result is proved for n = 2,3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be an infinite field and let f(z) E F[z] b e a manic polynomial of degree n. In [l], we 
obtained a factorization 
f(z)& = (~1, - Al) . . . (11, - A,,), 
where Al,... , A,, are nonderogatory n x n matrices over F with characteristic polynomial f(z). 
For (“small”) finite fields, the argument presented in [l] fails. In this paper, we obtain a fat- 
torization of the above form when f(z) = 2” which is valid over arbitrary fields (and in fact 
over rings with identity). As a by-product, we obtain a factorization of certain n x n matrices 
of determinant one as the product PQ of n x n matrices P, Q with P” = Q” = I, and we also 
exhibit a pair of n x n matrices (X,Y) with X a permutation matrix which has property L and 
generates the full matrix algebra b&(F). We also obtain a uniqueness result for the factorization 
of ml,, when n = 3. 
2. A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and assume that the matrices occurring in this 
section have entries in R. 
Let n > 3 be odd, 
ai yi 0 ... 0 - 
0 a2 ‘*. 
A= : . . *. . . 0 
. . 
;, . . . . . . 0 
* Yn-1 
a, 
and P = (pii) the permutation matrix corresponding to the n-cycle (1,2,3,. . . , n) (so pi i+l = 1 
(i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1), p,l = 1, pij = 0 otherwise). 
Let B = APw2. Let z be an indeterminate. 
Using the Laplace expansion along row one, we obtain a recurrence relation for the determinant 
det(z1+ B) = z” + CI~O,Z~A(~, . . . , n - 2) - alzA(2,. . . , n - 1) 
- ~~ylzA(2,. . . , n - 2) + 01~2.. . a, 
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where 
Yk+l * 0 . . . . . . . . . 
ak+2 Yk+2 2 0 
0 
0 *. . *.. . . . 
A(k+l,... ,k+l)= : -. *. *. . . . 




. . . . . . . . . 0 ok+i Yk+/ 
Using the Laplace expansions along the top row and along the bottom row, respectively, we 
obtain the following two recurrence relations 
and 
A(E + 1,. . . , k •t I) = yk+lA(k -I- 2,. . . , k + I) - ak+z%A(k •t 3,. . . ,k + I) 
A(k: + 1,. . . ,h+l)=yk+&k+l,... ,k+I-l)-zak+lA(k+l,..., k-l-l-2). (*) 
Hence 
det(z1 + B) = z” + ,z [z(aza,A(3,. . . , n - 2) + ara,+-lA(2,. . . , n - 3)) 
-(ary,,_r + a,yr)A(2,. . . ,n - 2)] + ala2 . ..a.,. 
Using (*) again we may write (for n 2 5) 
(1) 
asa,A(3,. . . , n - 2) + a~a,_rA(2,. . . ,n - 3) = (asca,,y,,_-2 + ara,_ryz)A(3,. . . , n - 3) 
(2) - %(ura ,+rasA(4,. . . , n - 3) + a2anan-zA(3,. . . , n - 4)). 
We now may use (*) again on the terms 
ara,_rasA(4,. . . ,n - 3) + aza,a,_zA(3,. . . , n - 4) 
and continue the process indefinitely. 
At each stage, we get an expression of the form U - Vz. We then set the term U = 0 in all 
these equations. This leads to the following system of equations 
anYI + uly,-l = 0 
afla2Yn-2 + aladY = 0 
ana2an-2Y3 + alan-la3Yn-3 = 0 
anaz%-za4Y7+4 + alan-la3an-3Y4 = Cl 
ana2%-2a4%-4Y5 + aian-ia3%-3a5Yn-5 = 0 
(3) 
The Ith equation is as follows for 1 = 2k + 1: 
ana2an-_2a4an-4 * * * an-zkYzk+l + %-lal%-3a3 * ** ~zk-l%-(2k-l)a2k+lYn-(2k+l) = 0 
and for I= 2k: 
ana2an-2a4 . . .azkYn-2k + Qih-ia3%-3 *.*azk-ian-(zk-i)YZk = 0. 
The last term occurs for I= (n - 1)/2. 
IfYl,**. ,Yn-1 are chosen to satisfy the system, then we obtain det(.zl+ B) = t” + alas * * * an, 
for that choice of A. 
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Suppose ai, . , . , a, are nonzero. Then we can solve the system for ~1,. . . , y,,_l. In fact, we 
may take 
y1 = -alxl, ~~-1 = 691, 
y2= -ana222, ~~-2 =alh-l22, 
y3= --ala3an-1x3, ~~-3 = ana2an--223, etc. 
for any elements 11, 22,. . . ,qn_1)/2 of R. 
Thus there are (n - 1)/2 “free” parameters and for each choice, the corresponding matrix B 
has characteristic polynomial 2” - ala2 . . . a,, . 
A particular case of interest is the case where al,. . . , a, are equal. Then we can take 
Yl = 2, Y2 = -2, Y3 = x, y4= -2, . . . . yn_1= -x 
for any x in R. 
Note that if F is a field and X E GL(n, F) is a nonderogatory matrix with its eigenvalues 
in F, then X is similar over F to a matrix A of the form above with the yi nonzero and hence if 
n is odd, it follows that X = YZ where 2 is similar to P and Y has characteristic polynomial 
t” - det X. In particular, if det X = 1, then Y is similar to P (and to P-l). [This is clear 
if the characteristic of F does not divide n since Y has characteristic polynomial x” - 1, while 
an argument based on the minors of x1 - Y (which we omit) yields the result in general.] This 
gives an explicit version of a special case of a well-known theorem of R. C. Thompson [3] which 
states that if F is a field and Q E M,,(F) has determinant one, then Q = K-l L-‘KL for some 
Ii’, L E Mn(F) except when (n, IFI) = (2,2). See [2] f or a discussion of other approaches to 
Thompson’s theorem. 
Choosing indeterminates x, y and substituting 
al=a2=...=a,=x, yl=y, y2=-Y, . . . . yi = (-l)‘+‘y, . ..) Yn-1 = -Y, 
the system of equations (2) is satisfied and it follows that 
det(xI + yJ,, + zP2) = X” + .P 
where J,, = (wj) is the strictly upper-triangular n x n matrix with its first super-diagonal 
(wl2,w23,*.* , W,_ln) = (1,-l, 1,-l,. . . ,1,-l), 
and all other entries zero. 
Hence (Jn, P2) is a pair of matrices with property L [4]. It is easy to check that the pair 
(J,,, P2) generate the full matrix algebra Mn(F). 
COMMENT. If one attempts to use P itself instead of Ps2 in the definition of B, then in order 
to make the process succeed for all fields, the following binomial coefficients must be even 
(“;‘), (“;“), (“;“),.-, 
(where (f) = 0 if k: < I). This occurs if n = 2”’ - 1 for some integer m 2 2. 
3. A FACTORIZATION THEOREM FOR PI,. 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, n 2 1 an odd integer and M,,(R) the ring of 
n x n matrices over R. Let x be an indeterminate and let A be defined as in Section 1 with 
al = . . . = an = X, Yi 
as in Section 1. Then 
= (-l)‘+‘, (i = 1,2, . . . ,n - 1). So A = xl,, + J,,, where J,, is the same 
det(xl+ APB2) = z” + x” 
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(from Section 1) and hence, using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, 
(AP-2)” = znIn, 
so 
(XI, - Kl) . * . (XI, - Kn) = x”In, 
where K1 = J, and Ki+l = PS2’K1 Pzi > (i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1). 
If n = 2m 2 2 is an even integer, then if J( ) n is the n x n Jordan block with characteristic 
polynomial 9, there exists a permutation matrix Q with 
Hence 
(J@J))~ = Q--l (56”’ J&,) Q- 
( XL - J(n)) (+I, + J(n)) = Q-’ ( 21m ;+) XI, -oJcm,) Q. 
A simple inductive argument, using the fact that J(lc) and Jh are similar via the diagonal matrix 
diag(l, -1,1,-l,. . . , -1,l) when k: is odd, yields the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let n be a positive integer. Then 
where Kl,... , Ii’, E M,,(R) are all similar via elements of GL( n, R) to the fuU Jordan block 
corresponding to x” . 
We note that when n is odd, any two of the Ki generate the full matrix algebra M,,(R). 
The factorization in Theorem 1 is not unique. Of course, if n = 2, the equation x212 = 
(x1 - Al)(xI - A2) implies A2 = -Al, so if x212 = (xl - Al)(zI - A2) with Al nonderogatory, 
then there exists a nonsingular matrix T with T-lAlT = K1, T-‘A2T = K2. We conclude with 
a uniqueness result for n = 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be a field and suppose Al, A2 As E MS(F) are such that 
x313 = (~13 - Al)(~13 - A2)(xI3 - A3) 
and trace (AlA;) = a3 # 0. Then there exists T E GL(n, F) such that 
T-‘AiT = aKi, (i = 1,2,3). 
PROOF. Taking determinants, we see that each Ai has characteristic polynomials x3, so each is 
nilpotent. 
Comparing coefficients yields the equations Al + A2 + A3 = 0, AlA + AlAs + A2As = 0 and 
AlA2As = 0. As a consequence we obtain AlA = (Al + A2)2, so 
A:+A2Al+A;=0. 0 
Thus, since AT = 0, trace (AfA2) = -trace(AlAi) # 0, so AT # 0. Hence, replacing A1 by 
Tc’AlTl for some Tl E GL(3, F), we may assume A1 = aK1. The trace condition implies that 
the (3,1) entry of A2 is not zero and hence replacing A2 by T;‘A2T2 for some Tz E GL(3, F) of 
the form 
1P !7 
T2 = 0 1 -p . 
[ 1 1 
(Note that T2 commutes with Kl), we may assume the (1,l) and (2,1) entries of A2 are zero. 
Thus 
A2=[;;’ ) 
0 a12 al3 
a22 a23 . 
a32 a33 
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Since trace (AzA1) = 0, ( using O), ~132 = 0. Also AiAT = 0, so a13 = a23 = 0. Since A:! is 
nilpotent, it now follows that a22 = 0 and then that a33 = 0. So 
The equation trace (A1 AZ) = u2 now yields a31 = a and (*) yields a12 = -Q. Hence A2 = aK2 
and then since Al + A2 + A3 = 0, A3 = aI&, completing the proof. 
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